
SH93 Waterproof/Shock-Resistant External Hard Drive
Born Tough – A Portable HDD Like No Other

ADATA Superior Series SH93, the world’s first waterproof and shock-resistant portable HDD, is a heavily armored storage device designed especially for people with 

mobile and athletic lifestyles. Wrapped in a rubberized enclosure, its innovative waterproof structure and all-protective Styrofoam on the inside, the Superior Series SH93 

serves to ruggedly shield valuable data from water and damage caused by accidental drops or hard impact1. The Superior Series SH93’s vibrant color and clean-cut 

design exude unique charm that appeals to the most active users. 

 

The First-Ever Waterproof HDD
No more worries about losing valuable data due to spilled drinks. The Superior Series SH93 passed 

the stringent IEC 529 IPX7 test, in which the device proved water-tight after being submerged in meter-

deep water for up to 30 minutes.

 



Military-class Shock Resistance
With its unique shock-absorbing structure, the Superior Series SH93 also passed the U.S. military-

class MIL-STD-810F 516.5 drop test2. Its rugged design survives those inevitable occasional knocks 

and bumps, and survives accidental drops onto tough surfaces, thus greatly enhancing survivability of 

stored information. 

 

Wrap-around USB Cable
The unique wrap-around USB cable storage design enhances portability while preventing cable 

misplacement, so you needn’t worry about forgetting or losing the cable. The cable attaches snugly to 

the sides of the device. 

 

Blue LED Indicator
The Superior Series SH93 2.5” Portable Hard Disk Drive features a bright cold-blue LED indicator that 

shines through the enclosure to indicate power and data transfer status.  

 

 

1. We cannot guarantee that the hard drive device, data, or the housing will not be damaged with any matter of usage, under any condition or in any environment. Despite 

it being extremely durable, please do not purposely drop, throw, submerge, pour water on this product.  

 

 



 

2. This product fully meets the U.S. military transit drop test "MIL-STD-810F 516.5 procedure IV," which involves subjecting the device to a freefall from a platform 122 

centimeters high to a concrete floor or other hard surface. Twenty-six points of impact include all eight corners, the 12 ridges and six surfaces of the HDD.  

 

 

 

3. Free download of the valuable software and product registry are available for ADATA products printed with Software Download mark only.  

Capacity 500GB/750GB/1TB

Color Yellow/ Red/ Black

Dimensions 129 x 97 x 19.2mm (L x W x H)

Weight 240g

Interface High-speed USB 2.0

System requirements

Windows 2000, XP, Vista, 7 

Mac OS X 10.4(*) 

Linux Kernel 2.4(*) 

Accessories USB cable

Note

This product fully meets U.S. military transit drop test "MIL-STD-810F 516.5 procedure IV" and water
resistant standard "IEC 529 IPX7" (Submersible 1 meter at 30min). It is a labotary certification which 
does not guarantee that hard drive device, data, and housing will not be damaged withusage at 
any condition or environment. Please do not intentionally drop, smash or splash liquid onto this product.




